PSHE

English
We will be exploring a variety of texts and genres within English
and children will apply taught writing skills to different genres such
as explanation texts, instructional texts, narrative writing and
persuasive writing.

We will be exploring topics such as Eat well, live well! And Yes! It's our
world, our wonderful world!

Narrative

Music
This term, we will be gaining an understanding of
notion and reading simple rhythms, before
composing and performing rhythms.

Science
Our theme this term is plants and adaptations. We will explore the
life and parts of a plant through practical investigations and how
organisms adapt in order to survive.
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PE
We will be developing our skills in
hockey and basketball.

RE
We will be learning about what kind of world Jesus
wanted and why Christians call the day
Jesus died ‘Good Friday’.

Geography
Our focus this term will be on Water,
Weather and Climate, as well as Mountains,
Volcanoes and Earthquakes.

French
Last term we practised speaking simple phrases in French. This
term we will be applying these whilst holding simple conversations.

Maths
Our units this term focus on multiplication and
division. We will practise at becoming more fluent
with our times tables and how these help us
complete multiplication or division sentences or to
solve word problems.

Art
We will be exploring the use of mosaic in Roman
Britain. This will lead on to thinking about line and
form in art. We will create simple print blocks and
use them to recreate a mosaic pattern as a whole
class.

History
We will focus on the impact that the Roman
invasion had on Great Britain. We will also learn
about key figures from ancient Rome such as Julius
Caesar.
Bratton Passport at Home
Take part in your very own Roman Banquet!
Make a musical instrument.
Compose a piece of music.

Computing
This term we will be looking at how different
activities can impact our lifestyle, as well as gaining
a deeper understanding of internet searches.

